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In the last few years, a certain progress has been reached 
in both the experimental and theoretical investigation of the 
reaction 3He(rr-,rr0

)
3H.In a series of papers, Landau /1-4/ ana

lysedrr 3He scattering using the optical model. Introducing 
several simplifying assumptions, he extracted the nuclear 
structure input from the electron scattering experiments. It 
follows from such calculations that the differential cross 
section "0{ 3 He(rr-,rr 0

) 
3H and to a lesser extent also of the 

3He(rr- ,rr-) 3 He reactions are enormously sensitive to the 
shape of magnetic form factors of the trinucleon system. 
Further, Landau /I- 3 I · suggested to use the pion scat
tering data o~ the trinucleon system for extracting the value 
of 3He magnetic radius Rm ( 3He) and to remove in this way the 
existing discrepancy between the experimental values Rm(3H~= 
= 1.74+0.10 fm and Rm( 3 He}= 1.95+0.11 fm obtained by Collard 
et al.75/ and McCarthy et al./6~respectively. 

In our previous paper/7/ we analysed pion elastic scatter
ing on 3He using a. similar version of the optical model as 
Landau. The relationship was carefully examined between the 
nuclear form factors, which can be extracted from the elect
ron scattering experiments and those, which enter the optical 
potential. A method was developed of subtracting the meson
exchange contribution (inherent in electron scattering) from 
magnetic form factors before using them as an input in optical 
model calculations. Utilizing such1 a realistic model for nuc
lear body form factors, we check here the sensitivity of the 
3He(rr-,rr0 )3H cross sections to variations in nuclear struc
ture input. 

The nuclear structure ·enters our optical potential via four 
body form_factors 

. <0 (JT) I exp (i r\ q) Q ·I 0 (JT)> 
h j ( q) = ------------'-J________ (I ) 

<O(JT) 1 ni 1 O(JT) > ' 

j = 0 , T , S and ST, and the two normalization constants 

as .. . <O(JT)I ns I 0 (JT)> ' asT"' .<O(JT)I DsTI O(JT)>'' (2) 

where no .. 1 'Q T'· T 3 ' Us- a3 and OsT -a3 a·3. The operators n s ' 
Q T and 0 ST act on the·• spin··and isospi~ projection of the 
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nucleon labelled by I. The symbol 0 (JT) stands for the nuc
lear wave function taken in its maximal projections (Jz zJ 
and T z .. T ) • • 

In terms of the charge(F3H'e (q),F3H_(q)) and magnetic(G 3HJq), 
G3He (q)) nuclear form factors, the body form factors can be 
expressed as 

3% (q) =L2F3He (q)+ F3H (q)) / g(q) • (3) 

hT(q) "'[:2F3He(q) -F3H(q)) /g(q), (4) 

11 3n e G 3n e ( q) +IL 3u G 3U ( q)- Y3H / q)- y 3H ( q) 
as hs (q) "'-- ------~----....-.----

( llp + j1. n ) g( q) 
(5) 

IL 3ue0 3u e(q) -11 3nG 3H(q)- Y3ue(q)+ Y3H (q) 
asThST(q) .. ·c---------- ----

llp-'lln) g(q) 
(6) 

where g(q) is the form factor of a nucleon. Further, Y3He(q) 
and Y3n (q) are the meson-exchange contributions to the magne
tic scattering of electron by 3He and 3H, respectively. We 
parametrized the four electromagnetic form factors according 
to McCarthy et al./6/. When the sensitivity oJ CEX-reaction 
is studied with respect to variations in Rm( 3H~,special atten
tion has been paid to not to change the shape of 0 3 (q) sub-

. 11 He stant1a y. 
In Fig.! the results are shown for energies of 200, 250 

and 290 MeV and for three different values of Rm( 3He). It can 
be concluded that the calculated cross sections are not very 
sensitive to variations in Rm ( 3 He) and that the theoretical 
curves lie systematically below the experiment. The discrepan
cy becomes more serious with increasing pion energy. Finally, 
the deepest minimum in the cross section corresponds to the 
lowest value Rm( 3He) .. J.73 fm. The results reported here dis
agree with those of Landau in two important aspe~ts. Firstly, 
we observed much weaker sensitivity with respect to the varia
tion in Rm( 3He) and secondly, Landau~s calculations exhibit 
reversed trends when the magnetic radius of 3He is changed • 
His lowest curve corresponds to the biggest value of Rm (Sse). 

In order to explain theJafore-mentioned disagreement, we 
briefly repeat the essence 1 of the method with the help of which 
Landau obtained the nuclear body form factors. He started from 
Gibson parametrization/Sf 

1 F3He(q) "'g(q)[F'lc(q)- -2F2c(q)]' (7) 
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F3H (q)"' g(q) [ Flc (q) + F2c(q)] (8) 

IL3He G3H~(q) /g(q) ""flp F2m(q)+1Ln [ Fim (q) + F2m(q)]' 
' 

(9) 

fl3H G3H (q) / g(q) '"flp[:Flm(q) +:F2m(q)] +!Ln F2m (q), 

where Flc , F2c , Flm and F2m are related to S , S' 
ponents of the trinucleon wave function as 

(I 0) 

and D com-

Flc(q)'" Pff FSS (q) + p ~ Fl,DD (q)' (II) 
y 
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F2c (q) '" Ps Ps' Fss' (q) +PD F 2, DD (q)' (12) 

Flm (q) "' Pi FSS (q) +Ps PD Fl,SD (q) + p~ F3,DD (q)' (J 3) 

(14) 
-' . 2 

F2m(q) ,.ps,PsFSS'(q) + PS PDF2,SD (q) +Po F4,DD(q). 

Siqce the magnetic form factor 
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G 3H (q) is not known very well 
from the experiment, L'andau pre
ferred to express it in terms 
of F3H ( q) , F3H ( q) and G3He( q). To 
this e~d he neglected all the 
terms in eqs. (11-14), which are 
proportional to PJ and assumed, 
further, that FI,SD (q) .. F2,SD (q). 
~he four electromagnetic form 
fac.tors are. interrelated by such 
a procedure, thus the variation 
in Rm ( 3He) ,leads automatically 
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Fig.Z. Effect of variation in 

.3 He magnetic radius. Nuclear 
form factors were calculated ac
cording to Landau Ill. Th'e 
meaning of the curves is the 
same as· in Fig. I. 

to a variation in Rm( 1f ) too. 
This is one reason for large 
sensitivity of charge-exchange 
reaction to the value of 3He 
magnetic radius, which has been 
reported by Landau. 

Because of,Ps>>Po,the neglect of P5 terms seems to be a quite 
reasonable procedure. However, the terms Fi,oo(q), i .. 1, ... , 4, 
are normalized to unity for Q= 0, w·hile .Fl,SD (0) .. F2 so (0) ... 0. 
Therefore, the neglect of Pd terms with respect to'p
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is not very justified in the low transferred momentum region, 
we work in. Using Elliott-Jackson wave function, we have shown 
some, time ago/9/ that the effect of P~ and Ps p 0 terms is of 
comparabl~ magnitude in the case of elastic rr-3He scattering. 

In order to demonstrate that the discrepancy between our 
and Landau's results are due to his use of simplified rela
tionship between the body and electromagnetic form factors, 
we repeated the calculation of 3He( rr-, 17 <f) 3H cross sections 
using Landau's procedure for obtaining the nuclear structure 
input. As it can be seen from Fig.Z, the sensitivity to the 
variation in magnetic radius greatly increases and bigger va
lue of Rm( 3H~ corresponds to smaller differential cross sec
tion of the charge-exchange reaction. 

Similar trends and sensitivities as in our Fig. I were re
ported by Gerace et al./lO/. They realized that~variation 
of magnetic radius within the experimental errors overstates 
the sensitivity of the charge-exchange cross section. A more 
appropriate procedure consists in fitting all of the parame
ters on which

1 
the magnetic form factor depends, when Rm ( 3He) . \ 

1s changed. 
It can be concluded that in the framework of the first or

der optical model and using realistic nuclear form factors 
derived from electron scattering experiments, the differential 
cross sections of the reaction 3He( 17 -, 17 °) 3H are not very 
sensitive to the variation in·magnetic radius of 3He' nucleus. 
The calculated cross sections lie systematically below the ex
perimental data. The charge-exchange reaction on 3He cannot 
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be fully acc·ounted for without making a step beyond the first 
order optical model, 
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qyBCTBHTenbHOCTh .HgepHoil CTPYKTYPbi 
B peaK~HH 3He("-•"o)3H 
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8 OIITH'lleCKOH MOgenH Bbi'IHCneHbl ):IHcWJepeH~HanbHbie Ce'lleHHH 
gJIH peaK~HH 3'He("-'"") 3H.IloKa3aHo,'llTO TaKa.H peaK~H.H rrepe3ap.H):I
KH rrpaKTH'lleCKH He 'llYBCTBHTenbHa K H3MeHeHHJO MarHHTHOro pa):IHy
ca 3 He. 

Pa6oTa BhmonHeHa B Jla6opaTOPHH .HgepHbiX rrpo6neM OIDUI. 
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Mach R., Sapozhnikov M.G. 
Nuclear Structure Sensitivity 
in the Reaction 3He("-,rr 0 ) 3H 
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Differential cross sections for the rea~tion 3 He("-·"~3H 
are calculated using the optical model. It is shown that 
the charge-exchange scattering is not very sensitive to 
changes in magnetic radius of 3He nucleus. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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